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CHAPTER

2

Reading
When we talk about electronic books—eBooks—what we're talking about is reading. Reading is
the fundamental way that we engage with books, isn't it? It seems self-evident and hardly worth
talking about.
And that's exactly why it is worth talking about.
EBooks have evolved amid an atmosphere of anxiety and skepticism. Anxiety has been provoked by the literati's numerous predictions of the end of books, of changes in reading as we know
it (Bolter 1991); this anxiety has provoked a tremendous backlash (Gass 1999; Birkerts 1994).
Skepticism has followed in the wake of the collapse of the paperless office (Sellen 8c Harper 2001):
why would anyone read on a computer screen when paper is so malleable and affords such natural
interaction?
As evidence of this anxiety, Gass (1999) wrote a predictably nostalgic article about the pleasures of reading print books. It did not go unnoticed. To introduce an editorial by humanities
scholar and writer, Diane Greco, Eastgate System's chief scientist Mark Bernstein wrote:
Pundits nostalgically continue to disparage new media forms. William Gass issued the latest
sortie in a recent issue of Harper's Magazine, arguing that "words on the screen" (his phrase)
cannot compete with the pleasures of paper-and-ink textuality, because digital media do not
record the serendipitous events that can occur in individual readings. To support his claim,
Gass points to his discovery of certain jam-stained pages in his copy of Treasure Island,
which, to him, evinced praiseworthy engagement with the book. Although Gass seems to
have outgrown the juvenile excitement to which the pages attest, nevertheless he values his
copy, with its sticky leaves, as a relic, as tangible evidence of better days before everything
became, in Gass's words, "data day and night."
But surely Gass is talking about a certain kind of reading and a certain kind of interaction. And
certainly we all have deeply held stereotypes about the nature of reading.
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What's worse, we're looking at a moving target: new genres emerge; readers' purposes vary;
new technologies are just over the horizon. Ten years ago, Web logs (i.e., blogs) were so new that
they were worthy of comment in The New York Times. Fifteen years ago, John Seabrook, writing
in The New Yorker, felt it necessary to explain what a home page was. Yet these genres are so much
a part of our lives by now, we wouldn't question them or why we read them: emerging genres are
sneaky.
Even the stability of ludic engagement, reading in its most fundamental form, is being questioned. Ludic engagement is that form of reading that we think of when we say someone is "lost in
a book." eBook design has been prone to focus on this sort of immersive reading—deep involvement
with a single work—despite the thought that it is fast disappearing, given the availability of so many
content choices and our social tendency toward fragmented attention.
In his thoughtful book about documents and reading in the digital age, Scrolling Forward,
David Levy discusses some of the factors that mediate against immersive reading:
Changes in the technologies and the character of modern life may be putting an end to reading in depth. That's the fear, at any rate, in some quarters . . . It isn't that the book has gone
away, but rather that the cultural conditions for [deep] reading... are fast disappearing.
(Levy 2001, pp. 108-109)
Levy differentiates among three types of engagement with documents: intensive reading, the
traditional picture of reading that is the basis for much electronic book technology; extensive reading, which acknowledges that a reader may be using many different books at once; and hyperextensive reading, a distinction that brings the fragmented quality of human attention into sharp focus.
Not only are readers using many different books at once, they are also reading parts of books and
they maybe reading these fragments out of order. Reading is aligning with our fragmented lives.
Although at last count we're printing more than ever, we may be printing not because we're
reading more, but rather because we're reading less. In a recent internal survey, the most common
reason that people printed documents was to read them later. In other words, we print so we don't
have to read. Although it's tempting to think that this is a harsh conclusion and that we print to
defer reading, interviews reveal that this deferred reading may never take place: once a document
has been printed, it can be consulted as needed and is thus never read in the way that we conceive
of as reading.
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New reading technologies are also on the horizon: bistable displays give us the ability to
furnish eBook platforms with low-power screens. But it is dangerous to fall victim to technological
determinism; technology, by itself, says little definitive about where we are going.
In 1945, President Roosevelt's science advisor, Vannevar Bush, wrote an article for the Atlantic Monthly that many people regard as prescient. In As We May Think, Bush foresaw technologies
like hypertext, realized in a device he called the "memex":
The owner of the memex, let us say, is interested in the origin and properties of the bow and
arrow . . . He has dozens of possibly pertinent books and articles in his memex. First he runs
through an encyclopedia, finds an interesting but sketchy article, leaves it projected. Next, in
a history, he finds another pertinent item, and ties the two together. Thus he goes, building a
trail of many items. Occasionally he inserts a comment of his own . . . Thus he builds a trail
of his interest through the maze of materials available to him (Bush 1945).
But he also quietly missed the mark on one important social change. A second quote, also
from As We May Think, illustrates it the best:
The advanced arithmetic machines of the future . .. will have enormous appetites. One
of them will take instructions from a whole roomful of girls armed with simple keyboard
punches and will deliver sheets of computed results every few minutes. There will always be
plenty of things to compute in the detailed affairs of millions of people doing complicated
things (Bush 1945).
If we take this quote, and not the other, as the linchpin of change foreseen, we come away
with a different picture. Computers were not going to be personal machines; they were going to stay
put in their role as stodgy number crunchers. And women were not going to be writing blogs on
computers; they were going to be relegated to the keypunch room. In Vannevar Bush's time, who
would have believed that men would learn to type?
Certainly not Xerox executives, who, upon seeing the first personal computer at Xerox PARC,
reminded the researchers that men would never do their own typing.
Technological change can mix with social change in ways that no one really foresees.
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Hence, in this chapter, we'll start at the most basic level of eBooks: reading. We'll examine
assumptions about reading, explore some of the purposes of reading, and set forth a reading typology. Once we've sketched out these basic elements of how a reader engages with a book, we can
examine the flip side of the question from the book's perspective: why a print page looks like it does
and why an onscreen page looks like it does. Then, because reading from computer screens has
always stirred up a great deal of controversy, we'll look into some studies of the effect of layout on
readers' performance and check our intuitions about why it's been difficult to shift readers from the
print page to the screen and why this difficulty is easing.

2.1

READING

The subject of this chapter's first section is perhaps the most self-evident of all: what do we assume
about reading, are these assumptions true, and what distinctions do we want to make among the
kinds of reading that people do at work and at home?
Looking at these assumptions and distinctions is important. They ultimately arise when we
question the veracity of reading research ("Sure it works that way in the lab. But what happens when
people are reading what they want to read?") and when we question the reach of various products
("Sure, you might want to read a Star Trek novel on a Kindle, but will you like it when you're reading Proust?"). Critiques of eBook technologies are deeply rooted in the types of reading that we
picture: of course, you'll need to annotate if you're reading to learn; of course, you'll need different
modes of navigation if you're reading for reference; of course, you'll need a backlit device if you're
reading in the dark, in bed.
And so we'll start at the beginning.

2.1.1 Assumptions About Reading
Let's look at some of the assumptions we make about reading.
First of all, we think of reading as a stationary activity, something people do seated at their
desks in their offices, at their carrels in a university library, and in their easy chairs in their living
rooms.
We think of reading as passive, an activity in which at best we move our eyes across the
screen, from word to word, from page to page, until we're done. And we keep going in that unstoppable march forward from word to word until we're done reading and go on to the next thing.
And as far as being a solitary pursuit? Most certainly. Reading is an intimate act: we do it
alone. We read in private. It's just us and our cognitive processes. Together. Alone.
And when we read for meaning (as opposed to reading purely for pleasure), we assume that
reading is fundamentally about the information contained in the documents. This is not to say that
we just absorb the material at face value—we might skim quickly, we might analyze the material
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deeply, or we might synthesize it with the other things we know—but reading is about the content
of the book, not the container.
But if we look at these assumptions, one by one, they are not straightforward at all.
Mobile. The first assumption we can call into question is that reading is stationary. It is stationary only from the perspective that people can get into trouble if they walk and read at the same
time: they can fall down a manhole or walk into a pole. Often, people carry their reading material
with them to read when they have time or when they find a place conducive to reading. It doesn't
matter whether they're reading on a mobile device or on paper. For example, a researcher said this
of a technical paper she was reading:
I took it [a technical paper] home a couple of times, but it never got anywhere there . . . You
can see that it's totally trashed. It's been to the pool. It's been just about everywhere with me
(Marshall et al. 1999).
If a mobile device is successful, it presents that same opportunity to change locations and situations until the right time and place arises for reading. Recalling the interview segment quoted in
the first chapter, the Pocket PC's success as a reading device hinged substantially on its portability:
If I'm going home to Colorado, I have to really be sure I'm going to read something if I'm
going to bring it. Otherwise, why should I bring it? This thing [a handheld with eBook software], I was like, "I'll bring it, and if I read it, I read it; if I don't, I don't." It doesn't matter. It's
small, it's handy (Marshall & Ruotolo 2002).
Mobility doesn't always mean that a dramatic change of venue must occur. Micromobility is
a common phenomenon; a reader may move to a more comfortable chair or to a place where the
light is better:
I usually read in one of the chairs in [the living room]. That's partly because I don't have a
desk lamp in here .. . [The chairs are] very comfortable (Marshall &. Ruotolo 2002).
The mobility of reading is underscored by taking a comparable look at writing. In interview
studies, when I have asked "where do you work?" to set up places to conduct interviews with highly
mobile students, researchers, and other professionals, most of them have answered more in terms of
where they wrote than where they read; they see writing as their fixed, visible work, while reading is
a highly mobile, highly fluid activity.
Is this finding still true in an age of light laptops and increasingly capable small devices? Is
reading still noticeably more mobile than writing? In a 2008 study of scholarly writing, I found that
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despite the quest for seamless replication of content (thus making both reading and writing possible
everywhere), writing continued to be more place-constrained than reading (Marshall 2008b).
Thus, all evidence continues to point to the fact that reading is mobile. And because it is
mobile, when we contemplate electronic books, we have to think of them as something that will be
toted along with everything else we carry around. Early generations of eBooks were heavy and bulky:
it was natural to react to them as just another mobile technology that would need to be carried—and
charged—along with all of the other special purpose gadgets we carry and charge. It is also necessary
to consider how material will get on the device (and how the device will synchronize with other mobile
devices). Will reading material accumulate and become a personal library? Or will ad hoc collections
grow on each device according to the device's use? We will look at these questions later in the book.
Interactive. It is all too easy to stereotype reading as a relatively passive activity: videogames
are interactive, reading is passive. Mortimer Adler famously suggested that critical engagement with
a text is necessarily active (Adler and van Dorenl972); hence he (and others of his ilk) use the term
active reading to promote a higher degree of critical interaction with one's reading and to characterize the thoughtful reader as being in perpetual analytic dialog with the writer.
But interactivity need not be so high-minded as that. Grab a used textbook and you will find
all kinds of annotations, worthwhile and otherwise. Magazines at the laundromat will have articles
torn from them. Even the way books and papers are organized on our physical or digital desktops
will remind us that reading begets a great deal of interaction. We discuss basic types of interaction
in Chapter 3, how these interactions play into the social life of eBooks in Chapter 4, and more
advanced interactivity in Chapter 7.
Social. Is reading really a solitary pursuit? In Scrolling Forward, David Levy tells us that reading is inherently social:
It is also worth noting that solitary reading always was, and still is, inherently social: how we
read is ultimately determined by social conventions and community membership (Levy 2001).
But beyond that abstract notion of sociality—that reading and writing are fundamentally
communicative acts, taking place within a cultural context—there are ways in which we see evidence
of reading together all around us. Students read together in a classroom; drivers read billboards
together as they speed by the landscape; and people browse the Web together, possibly with one
person looking over the other's shoulder or in a multiway Skype call. If you think about it, you'll be
able to come up with many ways that people read together.
People also share the artifacts of their reading, either inadvertently (they loan someone a book
that they've annotated) or purposefully. They may send each other clippings or recommend books
to one another.
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In the end, the sociality and sociability of reading is uncontroversial.
Material. It is easy to treat the idea of information extravagantly: as something that explodes,
as something there is too much of, or as something that has no material form. I have used this
quotation from Geoff Nunberg many times in the last decade and a half, in many circumstances, but
my overuse has rendered it no less evocative:
Reading what people have had to say about the future of knowledge in an electronic world,
you sometimes have the picture of somebody holding all the books in the library by their
spines and shaking them until the sentences fall out loose in space . . . (Nunberg 1993).
A book has an easy materiality, a materiality which can be purposefully examined, seen, and
even smelled. In an article about Arion Press, an apprentice printer tells the journalist, "this work
is so tactile—it's a sensory experience," noting the pleasure of working with ink, paper, cloth, and
leather.5 Can you envision an intern, marking up an electronic text according to TEI dicta, saying
that the keyboard has an enticing tactile quality?
The materiality of books is appreciated implicitly. Online used book seller Alibris had a longrunning ad campaign in which they showed the tattered covers of memorable paperbacks—Coming
of Age in Samoa, On the Road, and Catcher in the Rye—and offered the ability to reclaim the book
that you'd lost "in a bus somewhere near Kathmandu." The tattered cover is, in and of itself, a reminder of the book and all of the experiences surrounding it.
EBooks inhabit an ambiguous place in the materiality of reading. The eBook has a form, but
what does it mean? The heft of an eBook tells the reader nothing: The Elements ofStyle has the same
heft as Fowler.6 The eBook page is malleable and may be reformatted on the fly.
But reading remains essentially physical. One of the early objections to eBooks was the
plaintive, "I could never curl up with an eBook." A graduate student who participated in the Pocket
PC study countered that objection, saying:
And I heard things like, "Oh I could never curl up with a computer." And I always test that
for myself. And in fact, I would lie back on my couch with my feet up on this end, my head
propped against the pillow there (Marshall 8c Ruotolo 2002).
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Fowler's Modern English Usage is a comprehensive style guide of substantial heft; The Elements of Style is a slender
and idiosyncratic volume.
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And with that, she demonstrated her ability to sit comfortably on her sofa, reading textbooks
on her laptop.
Thus, despite our tendency to think of anything on the screen as virtual, reading itself is material, and many eBook designs make an effort to reclaim that material, physical quality.

2.1.2

Purposes of Reading

One of the early studies that was performed with the explicit purpose of informing the design of
what the paper referred to as "digital reading devices" was a diary study (Adler et al. 1998); what is
important about this study is that it reminds us of the multiple purposes people have for reading,
beyond simply reading for information. Thus, the categories include reading to support discussion^
reading to edit or critically review text, reading to learn, and reading to answer a question.
Schiht et al. (1999) break down some of these purposes for reading according to the level of
interaction they require and whether they cross boundaries among multiple texts. They point out
that reading a novel or browsing the newspaper requires relatively little interaction with the text
and that studying a textbook, reviewing a proposal, or keeping up-to-date professionally requires
substantially more interaction. Single text activities include reading a poem aloud and using a diagnostic manual; multiple text activities include surfing the Web or researching a topic.
We can extend this contrast between active reading and immersive reading to form a space of
reading types. This space is populated with examples in Figure 2.1.
Marshall (2007) characterizes the reasons for reading a newspaper as including reading
primarily for relaxation and as a diversion; reading to following the narrative of specific breaking
stories; reading in response to particular recommendations; and reading broadly to stay informed or
to keep up with the events of the day.
What is clear from these varying discussions of reading's purposes is that reading is seldom
one thing, even given a single reader engaged with a single text. Furthermore, readers may not be
able to fully articulate their reasons for reading. In the Times News Reader study (Marshall 2007),
participants reported a variety of reasons for reading the publication (e.g., no stories about Paris'
Hilton on the entry screen or that the stories are well thought out and fact-checked); yet these
reasons were somewhat dissonant with their actual reading practices (they are primarily seeking the
latest news and may not look too far beyond the headlines). Reading to stay informed might include
a check of the advertising inserts:

What I did miss, funnily enough are the ads. It's weird, but the Saturday and Sunday editions,
especially the Sunday edition, there are a lot of ads. [You can find] specials on Broadway
shows. I do use that a lot to book my tickets online (Marshall 2007).
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FIGURE 2.1: Active reading versus immersive reading: a space of examples.

Reading a newspaper to stay informed may be virtually indistinguishable from reading a
compelling novel or from tracking down information from multiple sources to answer a question:
For example, there was this news about Wesley Snipes being arrested. Which was flashing on
the banner stuff. And I wanted to know.... I came back home late, so I missed the evening
news. It was that in-between couple of hours. It was 6:35, actually. So I missed the 5:00, the
5:30 news, and I wasn't listening to the anchor. In any case, I went online—actually, the TV
was on. And the TV was talking about this. And I went on the Times Reader to try and see
if it was there (Marshall 2007).
It is easy to see why categorizing a reader's purpose is so problematic. Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge that reading may be motivated by a multiplicity of purposes.

2.1.3 -3Lypes o f Reading
Just as there are multiple purposes for reading, there are distinctions among the different ways that
people read. At the very least, we should distinguish among five rough categories that are easy to
identify on video recordings. We use three of these categories for analytic purposes in Marshall and
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TABLE 2.1: Reading types.
CHARACTERIZATION
Reading

Canonical careful reading. The reader traverses the text linearly. The aim is
comprehension.

Skimming

Faster than canonical reading. Traversal is still linear, but comprehension is
sacrificed for speed. The aim is to get the gist of the text.

Scanning

Faster than skimming. Traversal becomes non-linear; the reader looks ahead and
back in the story. The aim is often triage or to decide on further action.

Glancing

Pages are turned very quickly; the reader spends almost as much time turning
pages as looking at them. The aim is to detect important page elements (e.g.
beginnings and endings of articles, photos or figures, headings) until something
holds sufficient interest to transition to another type of reading.

Seeking

Reader scans quickly for a particular page element (e.g. proper nouns) with an
aim orthogonal to full comprehension. A study participant described looking for
names in a magazine article: "I don't know anything about pop music. I should
because we're always stumped in The New York Times crosswords by the pop
music characters. I do know Beyonce is an important character who appears in the
crosswords. So I may get a few names out of it. But that's about it" (Marshall and
Bly 2005b)

Rereading

Rereading is a meta-type that is included in the table as a reminder that any type
of reading may be occur multiple times.
*' •'

Bly (2005a), but we also discuss the other two categories (skimming and seeking). These categories
are evident in other discussions of reading but are not set out independently from reading purpose.
Table 2.1 identifies five categories; a sixth orthogonal category, rereading, is also introduced.
No discussion of reading types would be complete without mention of rereading. It is important to remember that some skimming and scanning is performed either before or after deep reading takes place. Thus, a text can be approached multiple times (sometimes with multiple purposes
in mind). Rereading may occur in a different venue (i.e., on a different computer, or in print if the
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skimming was done on paper) than it did originally; it may serve as an introduction (if it is done
before) or a reminder if it is done afterward. Unless a text is specified explicitly as new, we need
never assume that it has not been seen before.
The Pocket PC study (Marshall 8c Ruotolo 2002) reminds us that an eBook might be a complementary reading venue, existing in an ecosystem of personal devices that also may be used to
read. In that study, most of the students used the electronic texts on the handhelds to become familiar
with shorter texts and excerpts, not to read deeply. They used words like skim and glance to describe
how they read on the Pocket PCs. In general, the students characterized on-screen reading this way to
contrast it with how they read print materials. Thus, in this situation, on-screen reading was not sustained deep reading but rather quick reads of course texts, possibly in situations in which the student's
attention was divided (such as in-class reading), with the intention of reading the text again. The
students skipped around in the electronic texts, focusing on some parts more closely than others. The
ability to search and focus on short segments of a longer text and to navigate through an extensive set
of familiar materials seem to be universally cited strengths of reading on the screen. Thus, rereading
across multiple venues should hold a prominent position in our taxonomy of reading types.

2.2

LAYOUT, TYPOGRAPHY, AND LEGIBILITY

What do we mean when we talk about layout? Usually, layout refers to various elements of page design:
how a linear flow of text is represented on the print page or in a window on the computer screen.
In the print world, page layout is largely the job of the publisher. That is, neither the reader
nor the writer has much to say about how text appears on the page; the writer supplies the publisher
with contents—probably in digital form—and the reader buys finished book, and only through indirect feedback (the writer grumbles to her publisher; the reader buys an edition with a print style
she believes to be more legible) does either have any control over how the book looks. On the other
hand, a designer working for the print publisher may put a great deal of thought into choosing a
type face and size; specifying the margins, column widths, and paragraph leading; placing figures
and charts on the page; opting for text justification and hyphenation; and generally attending to the
book's aesthetics and legibility (Schriver 1997).
Design matters become less straightforward when we start talking about reading on the
screen. Digital publications with significant resources may draw on layout techniques from the print
world, with publishers and designers controlling the page layout to a significant extent. At the
7
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other extreme, on-screen layout may be left in the reader's hands to a much greater extent, as it was
originally in Web browsers, with the reader choosing the type face, the font size, and the general
look of the text, and the writer/publisher specifying only a few functional elements of the document,
such as heading levels and where paragraphs begin and end.
Unlike print documents, digital documents offer the opportunity for the page layout to be
computed at display time, guided by algorithms and heuristics (rules of thumb). Thus, the application—and therefore, the software developer—and the reader may play a larger role relative to the
publisher in determining the final look of a document. Text size, style, position, and rendering
techniques may be optimized to take advantage of the display hardware, in conjunction with the
characteristics of the material being displayed and the reader's own preferences.
Hence, in electronic books, we often find that the final layout is produced through an interaction among three factors: (1) the content representation (i.e., how the content has been marked up,
and how styles have been defined by the publisher); (2) the eBook software (which interprets the
markup and applies any additional constraints imposed by a particular platform); and (3) readercontrolled settings (e.g., font size). In this chapter, basic elements of layout will be introduced and
defined, along with a discussion of some common heuristics for computing a readable page display.
We will expose only the tip of the iceberg in this chapter; the interested reader can find many published resources and ongoing discussions of designing typefaces and page layouts for the screen.
Does layout matter, beyond the basic aesthetic concerns that are intrinsic to design? That is,
most of us are aware that some documents and books just look better than others; we are also aware,
perhaps acutely, that an ugly book is uninviting to read and that it is possible for text to be presented
on the ragged edge of readability, with type that's too small or too tightly spaced, or with lines of
running text that are obviously too long for comfort. And certainly, we are aware of a look that is
part of a publisher's brand.
But does layout have any bearing on actual reading performance? Does the way that the
words are presented on the page have any effect on the speed with which a reader may make her
way through the text or on her comprehension of its content? Furthermore, do these design principles change a reader's immediate reaction to the content? In other words, is an argument more
persuasive if the page is well laid out? Certainly, we might expect to have a different reaction to the
same book read aloud by Paris Hilton and by James Earl Jones, but in the case of page design, are
looks that important?

8
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In general, the overarching importance of document layout is an area of some controversy;
even empirical results may not be conclusive. Although we'd all agree that it's more pleasant to read
a well laid-out book, we might not say that a beautiful argument is more persuasive or that an aesthetic layout allows a reader to assimilate material more quickly and accurately. Thus, after discussing basic aspects of text layout, this chapter will cover some of the studies that have been performed
in an effort to resolve these performance questions and quantify the differences they introduce.
By now, almost all of us have had the experience of preparing a document in a text editor
(or in a full-on desktop publishing application) on a personal computer, although we have varying
degrees of experience with adjusting the word processing application's default settings. Application
developers make an effort to use default settings that work well for most people; thus, the layout
functions of text editors can be fairly invisible to typical users.
In fact, it's not until we prepare a document that consists of more than running text—when
we start fussing with tables, graphics, or embedded media—that we have to worry about these settings at all. Even then, we might be tempted to ignore the arcane terminology that appears to be a
relic of the printing press (and the typewriter) and is today more germane to the work of graphic
designers than it is to eBook readers and writers.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide enough background so that the reader is conversant
in all of the design elements that are discussed by studies of eBooks in use and in the more general
studies of reading from the screen. This chapter will also provide us with a common vocabulary to
refer to aspects of eBook layout; there is little sense in reinventing language that has evolved with
the technologies of reading and writing.
Legibility. Legibility (in this usage) is the extent to which running text presented on a display appears to be readable. Many different elements contribute to legibility. Figure 2.2 shows two
contrasting eBook pages to give you a sense of what we mean when we use the word legibility: the
same words may be on a page, but slight adjustments in the page design may give the reader a very
different impression of its legibility.
Use plays into legibility too. Our 2001 study of reading eBooks on a small form-factor device concluded that students were more likely to skim the material provided to them on the device;
their reading was time-constrained ("I have 10 minutes before class"), interrupted and fragmented
("I read at the bus stop"), and nonlinear (i.e., students skipped from place to place in the text). In
this situation, students are more likely to judge layout efficacy on how much they can see of the text
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PARTI
At the little town of Vevey, in Switzerland, there is a particularly comfortable
hotel. There are, indeed, many hotels, for the
entertainment of tourists is the business of
the place, which, as many travelers will
remember, is seated upon the edge of a
remarkably blue lake-a lake that it behooves
every tourist to visit The shore of the lake
presents an unbroken array of establishments of this order, of every category, from
the "grand hotel* of the newest fashion, with
a chalk-white front, a hundred balconies.

PARTI
At the l i t * town of Vevey, in Switzerland, there is a
particularly comfortable hotel There are, Indeed, many
hotels, for the entertainment of tourists is the business
of the place, which, as many travelers will remember, is
seated upon the edge of a remarkably blue lake - a take
that it behooves every tourist to visit. The shore of the
lake presents an unbroken array of establishments of
this order, of every category, from the "grand hotel" of
the newest fashion, with a chalk-white front, a hundred
KtthtSwi»s pension of an elder da^,'^thlff|i«iiie
inscribed in German-looking lettering upon a pink or
yellow wall and an awkward summerhouse in the angle
of the garden. One of the hotels at Vevey, however, is
famous, even classical, being distinguished from many
of its upstart neighbors by an air both of luxury and of
maturity. In this region, in the month of June,
American travelers are extremely numerous; it may be
said, indeed, that Vevey assumes at this period some of
the characteristics of an American watering place.
There are sights and sounds which evoke a vision, an
echo, of Newport and Saratoga, There is a Hitting

FIGURE 2.2: Two different layouts that illustrate legibility trade-offs, (a) Open layout that has been
produced using legibility heuristics; the last line is selected for comparison purposes, (b) Tighter layout,
optimizing the amount of content displayed on the page (for maximum context). Note the relative position of the selected line.

at once. That is, they're willing to sacrifice reading comfort (e.g., ample leading, wide margins) for
more context (literally, more words on the page).
Genre also makes legibility a less straightforward matter. Certain kinds of material are very
sensitive to layout; changing the layout changes the reader's perception and understanding of the
content. Poetry, particularly structured verse forms like rhyming couplets, provides us with compelling examples of this phenomenon. Participants in the 2001 study cited above described verse
with rhyming couplets where the last words of most (print) lines fell on new lines (on her Pocket
PC display). When the rhyming words drew attention to themselves, the verse gave the reader an
unanticipated sense that the poetry was doggerel. Re-reading the poetry properly laid out was necessary to correct this misperception and restore the verse's intended meaning and sense. Figure 2.3
shows an example of this layout phenomenon.
Thus, we can see that legibility is a complex interplay of factors. What kind of reading
will the reader be doing? What constraints are introduced by the genre? Does the display impose any other constraints by virtue of its size or properties? Some type-rendering techniques
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•» Poems of Ann Yearsley (1753-1806)
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Then fly, cold wretch, to thy congenial
cell,
And quit the haunts where sweet sensations dwell.
How has your bounty cheer d my humble
state,
And changd the colour of my gloomy
fate!
Still shall your image sooth my pensive
soul,
When slow-pac'd moments, big with mischiefs, roll;

FIGURE 2.3: Layout and genre: the perception of a poem is altered by its layout on the screen.

such as Cleartype take advantage of LCD striping; hence, if the display is not LCD-based, it is
possible the technique will not work properly.
Once we have teased out these mitigating factors, we can look at page layout in terms of
more obvious physical elements such as type size, font family, font types, leading, spacing, and line
lengths. There are other more subtle parts of type design—e.g., the letterforms (the actual shapes
and characteristics of the letters) and counterforms (the enclosed spaces in letters like q, o, or g)—
that are the concern of typographers; we will not worry about these design elements here.
Type size. Unfortunately, type size is computed in less uniform terms than we might initially
imagine. Most of us have encountered the standard type size metric of points. Points are used to
measure type size both on the screen and in print in most English-speaking countries. There are
approximately 72 points to an inch; in other words, we might expect a 12-point type to be 1/6 of
an inch tall at its tallest point (i.e., from the bottom of its lowest descender, the part of the letter that
extends beneath the line, e.g., the tail in a "y," to the top of its highest ascender, the tallest part of
the letter).
But there are fascinating fudge factors built in to this measurement, due in part to its history
and relationship to movable type (e.g., see the brief account given by Schriver). The same story
that makes points such an interesting measure also makes them difficult to standardize. You have
probably noticed that there is a great deal of size difference among comparable letters in different
font families (which is why you often must redo document layout when you change fonts even if
you change nothing else). These differences compound over the course of a book or lengthy document, and they play strongly into our discussion of legibility: some fonts may be easier to read on
the screen than others are.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the size difference between five uppercase Cs, all presented in 72-point
type in Microsoft Word. Letter sizes were measured directly from the screen using a machinist's
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Times New

Georgia

Arial Narrow

Lucida Sans

Verdana

c c c cc
Font

Roman

Typewriter

Size

72 points

72 points

72 points

72 points

72 points

Height

0.69 inch

0.72 inch

0.73 inch

0.71 inch

0.73 inch

Width

0.55 inch

0.55 inch

0.48 inch

0.49 inch

0.59 inch

FIGURE 2.4: Comparing the measured width and height of a letter rendered on the screen in different
fonts (in Microsoft Word). Letter spacing and kerning may also be affected by font choice.
caliper. The character sizes vary substantially in width (measured to be as much as 0.10 inch) and by
a visually conspicuous amount in height (measured as 0.04 inch).
Letter spacing and kerning. It is obvious from looking at most text displayed on the screen (or
in print for that matter) that the letters are not simply placed an equal distance from one another;
most fonts include embedded corrections that take into account the way the letters fit together into
words. For example, an V next to an V (say, in "box") looks very different from an "1" immediately
adjacent to another "1" (as you would see in "llama"); because the outward bulge of the o coincides
with the inward shape of the x, they can be placed closer together.
Kerning is the term used to describe how the distance between specific letter pairs are adjusted for the sake of aesthetics and legibility. Kerning may be performed automatically, as part of
the type design process, or both. Tracking or variable letter spacing also refers to text density that
creates word shape. Beyond aesthetics or genre conventions, letter spacing that is either too tight or
too loose can have an adverse effect on legibility.11
Not all fonts use such corrections, however. So-called proportional fonts—which include most
of the fonts you see on the screen when you are reading—use kerning and variable letter spacing.
Monospace or fixed-pitch fonts are used when it is necessary to predictably align letters; in a fixedpitch font, each letter occupies the same amount of horizontal space. For example, fixed pitch fonts
are often used in software development tools, where indentation and alignment are used to reflect
1
Tight letter spacing can create an emotional reaction on par with listening to someone speak very fast, as in a
salesman's frantic high-pressure pitch.
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syntactic structures in the programming language. Courier and Lucida are examples of common
monospace typefaces.
Font hinting is another technique that is used for on-screen text rendering. Hints are created
during the typographical design process and embedded in the font files so that different-sized fonts
can be rendered clearly. In essence, hints specify which pixels are crucial definers of a letter's shape.
Font hints and their resulting shapes often can be calculated according to mathematical algorithms,
but high-quality fonts demand designer intervention to make the text visually appealing and maximally legible.
Families, fonts, and faces. Three decades of desktop publishing have had their effect on typographic terms, and many words that used to have distinct meanings are now used interchangeably.
Instead of being a stickler, it seems better to be flexible and to sort out some of these things through
common usage. Historically, a font meant a specific typeface (e.g., Arial) in a specific size (e.g., 12)
rendered in a particular style (e.g., narrow). Today, font means something more general, e.g., Arial
in any size or rendering style. A. family is a set of fonts that use a particular typeface design; a font
family includes all of the stylistic variations (narrow, thin, etc.), all of the size variations (8 point, 10
point, 11 point, 12 point, 14 point, etc.), and all of the rendering variations (bold, italic, etc.).
Serif and Sans Serif. Although type designers have created an extensive palette of fonts that
may be used to great effect in electronic book, there are two principal styles of typography: serif'and
sans serif. In other words, fonts either have serifs (think Times New Roman) or they don't (think
Helvetica). A serif is a short line that is used to decorate or emphasize the end of the basic strokes
of a letterform. Serifs are felt to enhance legibility because they help the reader recognize the letterform and distinguish it from similar-looking letters; they also may provide the visual continuity
that supports the perceptual grouping of letters into words.
Thus, it is a common belief that a serif font is the most legible choice for rendering running
text. Later in this chapter, we will investigate this question more fully: Does empirical data provide
any reason, beyond aesthetic judgment, to use serif fonts for running text and sans serif text for
headings? Are serif fonts really more legible than sans serif fonts?
Practically speaking, sans serif fonts may strike the reader as cleaner and more modern. The
bolded form of sans serif letterforms is easier to distinguish from the plain versions of the letterforms; hence, this makes them an appropriate choice for headings because it is easier for the reader to
interpret heading hierarchies that use variation in type styles. Electronic publications often use serif
fonts for the main body of the text and sans serif fonts for the headings, captions, and marginalia.
Leading and line length. The word leading is derived from the strips of lead used in typesetting to form vertical separation between horizontal lines of type. 12 Like font size, leading is measured in points and, for what we think of as single-spaced text, is typically between 1 and 6 points,
Hence leading is pronounced "ledding" not "leeding."
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TABLE 2.2: Rough guidelines for leading by font size.
F O N T SIZE

POINTS O F LEADING

9-11

1-3

12 «

2-4

14

3-6

16

4-6

18

5-6

depending on the type size; as you would guess, the bigger the font, the more generous the leading should be. Of course, text may be rendered with no leading between the lines without one line
interfering with the next; we will discuss whether this affects legibility later in the chapter. Table 2.2,
adapted from Fenton (1996), offers rough guidelines for setting leading for running text.1
Rendering techniques. Anti-aliasing is a computer graphics technique used to reduce the appearance of jaggedness when lines are drawn diagonally on the screen. Jagged lines are a natural
side effect of drawing lines using a rectangular grid of pixels. In general, the higher resolution a
computer display is (the more pixels per inch and the less distance between the individual pixels),
the less this effect matters; however, anti-aliasing can compensate for the actual size and relative
placement of pixels as they form diagonal and curved lines.
Anti-aliasing does its magic by using subtle changes of color in the areas where the jagged
edges are the most obvious. These slight changes in color cause a blending (almost a blurring) of the
sharp edges to give the appearance of a straight line. This technique can be important for rendering fonts, because they generally involve many diagonal lines and curves, and the jaggedness can
be quite distracting and may interfere with letterform recognition. Because this technique is at the
pixel level, it is difficult to detect anti-aliasing unless the letterform is blown up. Figure 2.5 shows an
example of an anti-aliasing technique used to smooth an "a" letterform in the Calibri typeface.
The second generation of electronic book technologies saw the introduction of sub-pixel
rendering techniques that build on the idea of anti-aliasing by using the properties of modern color

13

These guidelines are presented as just that; they are not intended to be hard-and-fast rules.
Anti-aliasing is not necessary for lines that run vertically or horizontally, since the pixels will line up with one
another.
14
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FIGURE 2.5: Anti-aliasing technique applied to smooth the "a" letterform in the Calibri typeface. Calibri is a new face, designed specifically for on-screen reading, (a) An "a" letterform without anti-aliasing
applied, (b) An "a" letterform with sub-pixel anti-aliasing.
displays, coupled with careful hinting of the fonts designed for on-screen reading. The best known
of these techniques is Microsoft's ClearType.
Specifically, sub-pixel rendering techniques take advantage of the "stripes" in LCDs. That is,
each pixel of an LCD consists of three narrow vertical stripes of color that the eye blends together;
the pixel's color is determined by the intensity with which each sub-pixel element is illuminated. By
addressing each stripe of color separately—that is, lighting it only if the letterform actually passes
through that sub-pixel, the screen resolution can be effectively tripled (at the expense of a minor
perception of blurriness).
Fonts designed for on-screen reading. Because the screen has different properties than the
printed page—in particular, reduced resolution and different pixel shape—some recent typefaces
have been designed to meet the needs of on-screen readers. Common examples of these typefaces
include Verdana, Georgia, and Trebuchet; the first two were designed by Matthew Carter and the
last by Vincent Connare.
Typefaces designed for on-screen reading have slightly different properties than print typefaces. These characteristics include larger lowercase letters (so there is more open space in letters like
"e"), more open letter spacing (so the individual letters don't touch one another), and greater ubiquity
(ensuring that most users will have them installed, thus making the designer's job easier) (Quinn
2009).

2.3

STUDIES O F T H E EFFECT OF LAYOUT
ON READERS' PERFORMANCE

The first studies of reading on the screen were motivated (whether explicitly or not) by the question of whether reading on the screen had a deleterious effect on reading performance when it was
15

Another color sub-pixel anti-aliasing technique is Adobe's CoolType.
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compared to reading on paper. Although at the time of the initial studies, it was readily apparent
that people did not like to read longer documents on the screen, and would instead print them out if
given the choice, it was less clear what it would take to convince them to read on the screen. Would
reading on the screen always be intrinsically inferior to reading on paper? Would people read less
carefully and, consequently, with poorer comprehension when they shifted from print to display?
Would they read more slowly and experience greater eyestrain and fatigue?
Many of the earliest studies of reading on the screen were performed as a reaction to futurists'
claims that print forms would one day disappear. Certainly, given the state of display technology at
the time of the studies, the claims were, at best, premature.
In 1992, Dillon prefaced his comprehensive survey of studies of reading on paper versus reading on the screen by saying:
Even so, paper is an information carrier par excellence and possesses an intimacy of interaction that can never be obtained in a medium that by definition imposes a microchip interface
between the reader and the text. Furthermore, the millions of books that exist now will not
all find their way into electronic form, thus ensuring the existence of paper documentation
for many years yet (Dillon 1992).
Needless to say, this prefatory remark—one that seemed like motherhood at the time—may
now be subject to greater scrutiny. Millions of books are finding their way into electronic form and
we are achieving a far greater intimacy of interaction with the screen, although we are still some
distance away from where we need to be to make viable predictions about the end of books.16 It is
still wise to wonder what kind of effects reading on the screen will have on performance as well as
on reader satisfaction.
The first conclusion of Dillon's review of reading research to date (as of the early 1990s) was
that it is dangerous to draw definitive conclusions from these studies because it is so difficult to
control the numerous factors that affect both the outcomes of reading (using the familiar performance metrics of speed, accuracy, fatigue, comprehension, and preference) and the actual process
of reading (eye movements, interaction with the medium, and navigation, which includes elements
like link following, a type of navigation that was still fairly novel at the time the review was written,
and page turning). In other words, the two delivery vehicles—the screen and the printed page—
were so radically different that it was difficult for psychologists to compare them without stacking
the deck right from the start.

As Robert Coover did in his so-named 1992 article that appeared in The New York Review of Booh.
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Indeed, some of the experimental conditions ascribed to past research call ominous attention
to themselves: in the on-screen condition, subjects read white text on a blue background or green on
a black background; subjects reading from CRTs were hampered by possible glare from overhead
lights; or subjects read on-screen text that was unnaturally large. It is easy to see why Dillon was
reluctant to find these results conclusive, although he cautiously allowed that "reading speeds are
reduced on typical VDUs 17 and accuracy may be lessened for cognitively demanding tasks." That
readers preferred high-quality print documents over the display technology of the day—both for
their legibility and for the interactions they afford—hardly seems surprising from the vantage point
of 1992 when the article first appeared.
The key to the early findings is that they are tied to the display technology of the day. Thus, the
comparisons will continue to be meaningless until the quality of electronic text presentation reaches
a paper-like level. At that point, we can revisit the legacy results evaluating the effect of image quality (i.e., typography and layout as they are realized on paper, e.g., Tinker 1963). It is also critical to
consider the performance metrics: are speed and comprehension how we want to measure reading
effectiveness? Finally, we must question the typical tasks for these performance measures: Is proofreading really a typical reading task? Is it the best gauge of accuracy?
Dillon also points out that once the document in question becomes more than a single page/
single screen in length, other factors beyond image quality come into play. Indeed, the scrolling versus
paging question is still a fundamental controversy that drives eBook design; we discuss it further from
an empirical/design perspective in Chapter 3.2. Page turning, its advocates argue, allows the reader to
continue to take advantage of the properties of the print book such as its intrinsic support of spatial
memory. But scrolling has proponents too; scrolling advocates cite continuity and navigation speed
as major advantages. In fact, studies as recent as Liesaputra and Witten (2008) continue to find no
definitive resolution to the scrolling versus page turning controversy; the answer is contingent on
so many different factors that it will continue to be difficult to resolve the question "once and for
all."
One hypothesis that has been floated among members of the eBook community is that a
weakness of digital publications is layout and that improving layout would greatly enhance peoples'
satisfaction with reading on the screen and might even improve their performance using conventional metrics. Indeed, it was postulated that one of the reasons that people prefer to read print
books over eBooks hinges on print books' superior layout. What would happen if we applied the
known layout heuristics to on-screen displays of text and graphics?
Chapparo et al. (2005) compared subjects' reading performance for online documents prepared under four conditions: with adequate margins, without adequate margins, with optimal (open)
Video Display Units.
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leading, and without optimal (open) leading. In this study, the optimal use of white space affected
both reading speed and text comprehension: subjects read the text with margins more slowly but
comprehended it better; subjects also preferred the text that was prepared so that it had adequate
margins. We might surmise that if a document is more pleasant to read, subjects will spend longer
reading it and will score better on measures of comprehension. Optimal leading, on the other hand,
had no effect on performance, but the subjects preferred it over text prepared with suboptimal (i.e.,
no) leading.
A second unpublished study by Chaparro's group demonstrated that applying on-screen
layout heuristics to produce a better looking page (using typographically optimal headers, paragraph indentation, proper figure placement, visually appropriate quoting, etc.) does not translate
into comparable improvements in reading performance. In an experiment that compared the two
conditions (good and poor layout), no difference in reading speed or comprehension was found.
Readers preferred the nice layout, but it did not change their ability to take in what was on the page.
The application of good type design principles had even less effect: subjects did not notice them to
appreciate them.
But can rendering itself improve performance? In other words, if the letterforms are easier
to recognize, can this translate into overall improvements in reading speed and comprehension?
Gugerty et al. (2004) found that subjects' word recognition improved slightly when the words were
rendered with the Cleartype sub-pixel anti-aliasing technique. This improvement translated into
small performance improvements in reading speed and comprehension for a sentence-level reading
task; the improvements did not carry over into long-duration pleasure reading, however.
Sheedy et al. (2005) performed another experiment on legibility—the accurate recognition
of letterforms and words—to tease out the factors that make text legible on displays. Pixel height
(which corresponds to font size), font type, and stroke width all influenced legibility, with optimal
legibility attained at a 10-point font size. Four fonts were evaluated in this study: Times New Roman and Franklin were the least legible fonts and Verdana and Arial were the most legible.
A recent study by Larson and Picard (2005) attempted to quantify the effect of the aesthetic
differences that cause readers to prefer one page design over another. It has been found that mood
influences task performance: a good mood will cause people to perform better on creative tasks
than they would if they were in a bad mood. So in this study, armed with the knowledge that better
rendering improves performance and that subjects prefer to read on-screen documents that look
good, Larson and Picard showed that high-quality typography can put subjects in a good mood, and
they demonstrated that you can feasibly ask "how good?" using established methods for measuring
affect.
An account of this study may be found in the work of Larson and Picard (2005).
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In the end, when we contemplate the results of these studies, we find that lab subjects prefer
nicely laid-out text, although the legibility enhancements provided by rendering techniques and
layout do not result in corresponding increases in reading performance. In the field, what we see is
more complex. There are trade- offs introduced by good layout: fewer words fit on the screen; hence,
the reader may need to spend more time navigating and may put forth more effort retaining context
(because there isn't as much of the text available to quickly refer back to or to glance forward at).
If we return to Figures 2.2 and 2.3, it is easy to get an intuitive sense for some of these trade-offs.
Nothing is simple, but as the page on the screen becomes more comparable to the print page—and
as the materiality of the eBook becomes more comparable to that of the print book—the objections
to reading on the screen begin to disappear.

2.4

READING HARDWARE AND DISPLAYTECHNOLOGIES

The word eBook can refer to hardware, software, content prepared to be read on the screen, or a
combination of all three. In much of this book, when we talk about eBooks, we're by and large
referring to the software—the reader—used to present the content. However, in this section, we'll
take a brief look at the actual hardware platform, the devices on which we read. While readers
might choose to read on any computer—from a desktop with a large stationary display, to a laptop,
to a smart phone—we will look at the elements of purpose-built hardware especially designed for
reading.
Let's start with the distinction between active reading and immersive reading that we made
earlier in the chapter. In reality, this distinction is artificial. Readers can change midstream from
reading immersively to interacting with their reading or to skimming and scanning. However, these
distinctions give us a place to start and a way to organize the discussion.
Reading the newspaper on a screen suggests different hardware requirements than reading
technical articles as you prepare to write your doctoral dissertation; likewise, reading office documents raises a different set of concerns than reading the latest best seller and making it part of
your personal library. Thus, instead of discussing the existing electronic book products or research
prototypes, we will discuss various elements of a capable hardware platform, no matter what the
emphasis. If we revisit Figure 2.1, it gives us a structure for thinking about reading platforms and for
eliciting requirements to specify different hardware components. Figure 2.6 shows this matrix.
Immersive reading suggests a focus on legibility and ultimately on portability, since this might
be the kind of reading material you would carry with you to a variety of places. Because we are suggesting this might be purpose-built hardware, it will have to be very light. Immersive reading—and
to some extent, active reading as well—suggests that the user interface should disappear, and the
modes of user interaction should be very straightforward and not require instructions to learn; after
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FIGURE 2.6: Hardware platform requirements as driven by different reading needs.

all, no one needs instructions on how to read a book, assuming they are literate. Active reading
suggests a focus on interactivity; hence, we should be thinking about different modes of user input.
Depending on the type of interaction we want to emphasize—say, annotation as opposed to rapid
page flipping—we might come up with a variety of different mechanisms that support the style of
interaction we have in mind.
As we begin to think about the overarching activities associated with reading, storage enters
the picture. Of course, we'll always have to store the content somewhere, but perhaps it might
be wise to get beyond the transience of the newspaper or novel-based immersive reading experience that dominates the lower quadrants of the matrbc. Although active reading suggests that we'll
either need to rely on cloud-based applications that run in a browser or we'll need to specify a
general-purpose computer platform, the common element is high-bandwidth connectivity. Unlike the second generation of eBook devices that we discussed in the introductory chapter, we
will need to think about higher bandwidth connectivity and—more than likely—synchronization
among copies of our personal libraries as we use them on different devices. Finally, one significant
overarching concern of mobile technologies enters the picture: battery life. People find little more
19

Products such as Microsoft's LiveMesh address the problem of synchronizing files among personal devices. More
complex replication problems are the focus of current research (Terry 2008).
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frustrating than being forced to stop reading because they need to plug in their eBooks; long-lived
batteries, coupled with efficient use and management of available power, is essential to successful
eBook platforms. One argument for the use of the bistable displays is that they consume less power
than LCD displays of comparable resolution.
Reading relies crucially on-screen legibility; at the same time, the mobility we associate with
reading relies on reducing the weight of a conventional computing platform. While people can read
on less-than-optimal displays without a significant performance sacrifice, they don't like it (refer to
the discussion earlier in the chapter). The third generation of eBooks aptly illustrates this: these new
eBook products rely on the bistable display technology that has matured recently. It is well suited to
text display, is light, and uses relatively little power (partly because once an image has been rendered,
it is stable). Hence, we will focus on bistable displays, rather than the ubiquitous LCD displays.
A bistable display is one that remains in a stable state without requiring power; this stability
is in contrast to an LCD display, which requires continuous power to display an image. The most
common type of bistable display is known variously as ePaper or E Ink (both of which refer to
specific products). Electronic paper consists of tiny electrostatically charged spheres or charged
particles suspended (in oil) in a planar plastic matrix; electrodes surround the somewhat flexible
plane. Because of the way the display image is produced, the screen is reflective like paper, rather
than backlit like a traditional computer screen. These properties—image stability, reflectivity, and
the consequent wider viewing angle—make electronic paper more comfortable to read in most situations than other types of displays.
An early version of this technology used charged spheres that were black on one side and
white on the other. Electric power was applied to change the state of the individual balls in such a
way that they rotated to form an image (Sheridon et al. 1997). In newer versions of the technology,
electrophoretic displays, the images are created using charged pigment particles rather than the
discrete bicolored balls. In other words, the individual pixels can be thought of as positively charged
on one side and negatively charged on the other, but many particles form each pixel; to produce the
bicolored effect, the particles all migrate to one side of the ball or the other. Figure 2.7 shows schematics of the early electronic paper technology, Gyricon (Sheridon et al. 1997), and the comparable
electrophoretic display technology used by the third-generation eBook hardware like Amazon's
Kindle and the Sony Reader.
Although its weight and reduced power consumption make electronic paper a good display
technology to support immersive reading, ePaper is somewhat more problematic when it comes
to the requirements introduced by active reading. It has a low refresh rate, so it is more difficult to
implement the facilities necessary for skimming, for scrolling rapidly, or for flipping through the
20

It should be noted that bistable displays cannot be read in the dark because they are not backlit.
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FIGURE 2.7: Producing pixels using electronic paper display technologies, (a) Gyricon display,
(b) Electrophoretic display.
pages. Currently, the technology is still limited to black-and-white images, although various experiments to extend the technique to color displays are underway. Predictions variously put low-power
color displays on the scene as early as the end of the year and as late as the end of the next decade.
Recent research has examined the feasibility of two-screen readers, which will give the reader
a more natural view onto multiple pages. Chen et al. (2008) at the University of Maryland and the
University of California have been building a dual-display prototype that supports interactions
like folding, flipping, and fanning. The displays also detach from one another to provide more
paper-like modes of interaction; if they are attached, the two displays are like two consecutive pages
of a document, and if they are detached, they become windows onto pages of separate documents.
We will discuss the interactive aspects of this prototype in the next section; the point here is that
the price, weight, and power consumption of electronic paper has finally made a dual-display reader
feasible. Past attempts have shown it is logistically possible, but not particularly practical (e.g., see
the description of the Everybook in an article by Schilit et al. 1999).
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It should be noted that the prototype gets around the display refresh issue we discussed earlier in the section by
using screen real estate to provide a reduced representation of the document's pages that is used for visual navigation.
See Space Filling Thumbnails (Cockburn et al. 2006) for a detailed description of such as technique.

